
Understanding and influencing citizens’ attitudes to climate change 
mitigation 

Our planet is heating up, and it’s happening quickly! We’ve heard this before. We 
know that global temperatures are different from what they were even a few decades ago. We 
know that to keep producing, transporting, and consuming goods in the way we’ve grown 
accustomed to doing means an inevitable increase in worrying climate trends. But do we 
connect ourselves to the problem – and to the solution?  Survey data collected at the 
University of Applied Sciences Leipzig and the University of Rostock1 sheds light on 
German citizens’ attitudes toward climate change, including their belief in it, worry over it, 
and feelings about the feasibility of mitigation and who should pay for it. Without collective 
action, climate change mitigation truly does seem unreachable. Only if we have a common 
understanding that climate change is urgent, that we collectively have tools to address it, and 
that we individually have the responsibility to work to do so, can we make the necessary 
progress to save our planet. This data (reasonably assumed to apply to similar countries) 
provides important insight into how policymakers can help shape that understanding through 
clear public communications that connect daily actions to their environmental impact and by 
supporting climate agreements and publicly acknowledging the gravity of the problem.   
 
The Urgency of the Climate Change Mitigation 

Before looking at people’s attitudes to climate change, it is helpful to contextualize 
the problem. A warming planet is a problem not because high temperatures are bad 
independently, but because life on earth (ours and that of other species) has evolved to live 
under certain conditions. Higher temperatures and droughts, for example, can lead to severe 
food shortages, which is obviously harmful to everyone on the planet who needs to eat. 
NASA’s Goddard Institute for Space Studies has recorded temperature anomalies2 in the 
northern hemisphere since 1880. As seen in Figure 1 below, their data show that average 
temperatures have increased significantly in the past couple decades. 

 

 
Figure 1: Temperature anomalies in the northern hemisphere (1880-2019) 

                                                
1 Data available from https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2016.03.013 
2 Anomalies measure how different temperature is to the ‘normal’ (the 1951-1980 average) at a specific time 
and place. Data accessible at https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/ 
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Another worrying aspect of climate change is the increasing variability of 
temperatures. Higher variability makes it difficult to plan for extreme weather events, leaving 
us increasingly vulnerable to their disruptive effects. Increasing temperature variability can 
be seen in Figure 1: each temperature data point is plotted with bars showing a 90% 
confidence interval around that value. The purpose of plotting confidence intervals is to show 
how the amount of temperature variation we might reasonably expect to see has changed over 
time. Confidence intervals are constructed using standard deviations and means for each 20-
year period. Standard deviations for each period are seen in Table 1 below – as they show, 
the variation in temperature anomalies has increased considerably in recent years.  
 
Table 1: Northern hemisphere temperature anomaly variance (1881-20203) 

 
Without concentrated and widespread action very soon, it is likely that these trends in 

warming and variance will increase and that our planet may soon become inhospitable. To 
understand what it will take to achieve widespread effort, we must understand what people 
currently think about climate change.  
 
Narrowing in on the problem – do people believe in and worry about climate change? 

Respondents surveyed seem to generally recognize climate change as a real 
phenomenon that is influenced by human actions and are fairly worried about it. A series of 
questions in the survey aimed to judge peoples’ level of skepticism about climate change. 
The results indicate that the majority of the population does not believe that it is too early to 
declare climate change a real problem, that the dangers of and human impact on climate 
change are “generally exaggerated”, or that the climate system us too complex for scientists 
to make useful predictions. The distribution of responses to these questions is shown in 
Figure 2 below and a percentage breakdown of responses is in the Appendix.  

 
Figure 2: Climate change skepticism. Full question text in Appendix.  

                                                
3 Data from 2001-2020 period contains annual temperature values through 2018 
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Perhaps unsurprisingly given the above responses, most people are relatively worried 
about climate change. On a scale from 1 (not at all worried) to 5 (very worried), people report 
an average worry level of 3.54. What is surprising is how little the self-reported level of 
worry varies by age, income, subjective self-reported knowledge of global warming, and 
occupation, as is shown in Figure 3 below.  

Knowing how worry level does – or does not – vary by category is useful in 
constructing policy. The observed uniformity suggests that people react to and interpret 
climate messaging more similarly than we might expect. Indeed, the way to maximize the 
educational impact of our policy responses will be to communicate with people in the most 
general and accessible way through channels that the greatest number of people see.  

 

 
Figure 3: Level of worry over climate change by age, income, knowledge, and occupation 

Attitudes toward addressing climate change mitigation 
Given that the existence of a climate problem does not seem terribly controversial, we 

can turn to the survey data to find out how citizens answer two more important questions: can 
we mitigate climate change effects, and who is responsible for climate change mitigation? 
These questions should be interesting to policymakers for two reasons. First, citizens’ views 
on these issues affect how likely they are to take individual action in their personal lives 
(which cumulatively have a large environmental impact). Second, they affect how likely 
citizens are to exert democratic pressure on governments and corporations, both of which 
have the power to create large-scale regulations and change. Democracies cannot change 
without the will of the people – people simply will not vote for what they do not think is 
important. Policymakers should seek to influence citizens’ attitudes to be more proactive. 
Understanding what their current attitudes are in necessary to do that. The survey asked a 
number of questions that can be grouped under two broader headings: can we mitigate 



climate change effects, and who is responsible for bearing the cost of climate change 
mitigation?  

Figure 4 below shows responses to questions about mitigation. A clear pattern 
emerges: people are not convinced that existing climate change mitigation targets are 
reachable or that the government is capable of reducing emissions enough to meet them, and 
people are skeptical that unilateral action (of one country acting alone) will have significant 
effects on global climate change. These attitudes may be self-fulfilling prophecies – if 
nobody thinks that their actions will affect climate change, and nobody takes action, nothing 
will be done to prevent further climate change. Climate scientists have identified clear 
reduction targets and there is no reason that collective directed action should not enable us to 
reach them.  

 
Figure 4: Can we mitigate climate change effects? Full question text in Appendix. 

Responses to questions about responsibility for that mitigation can be seen below in 
Figure 5. A clear pattern emerges here as well: individuals largely do not feel that it is fair for 
them to bear responsibility for the costs of climate change mitigation. The majority of 
respondents feel that they already pay enough and are generally opposed to increases in 
prices and taxes. They feel that industry not do enough (and should probably do more) for 
mitigation, and that funds necessary for mitigation should come from existing government 
revenue instead of being passed on anew to citizens through tax and price increases. 
 

 
Figure 5: Who is responsible for climate change mitigation? Full question text in Appendix. 
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The problem is, then, that people are generally aware that climate change is an issue 
but do not feel that there is much that can be done to mitigate its effects and moreover do not 
feel that they bear the responsibility for mitigation. Two policy proposals seek to change that. 
Science shows us that there is a problem, and that people must be motivated to take action 
(individually and collectively) to deal with it. 
 
Policy proposals regarding general attitudes 
1: Clear public communication connecting daily actions to environmental impact 
 Governments, especially municipal governments, interact with the public in a wide 
range of ways that have potential environmental relevance. Policymakers should take 
advantage of them to connect individual actions to broader environmental phenomena. In 
general, public information campaigns have tremendous impact to change citizens’ attitudes 
toward a broad range of issues – consider the example of successful information campaigns 
about the dangers of smoking. Environmental issues are no exception. People often do not 
realize how their individual actions affect the bigger picture; being reminded in many small 
ways that they do have an effect is one of the most impactful ways to raise awareness.   

London municipal governments take excellent advantage of this opportunity and 
provide a model of what clear communication connecting actions to impact can look like. 
One example of this is the trash collection trucks in the Borough of Islington. Those vehicles 
have a large, eye-catching graphic on the side proclaiming, “60%: That’s the amount of 
rubbish in this truck that could have been recycled. Think before you bin it” (see Figure 6). 
Several features of this communication are notable: 

• The message is simple and straightforward. It presents a single fact that is believable 
and easy to digest. There does not seem to be an ulterior motive (e.g. industry profit). 

• The message is obviously relevant to people in their daily lives – almost everyone 
puts waste in a trash bin to be eventually collected by a truck like this. That waste 
referred to could easily be the viewer’s own.  

• The message will necessarily attract a wide audience as the truck is already required 
to drive around the city. People would see the truck even without the message, so it 
feels unobtrusive.  

• There is a clear, direct, actionable message: be more mindful of putting things in the 
trash when they could be recyclable. It is easy to imagine how our own habits could 
lead to a reduction in the cited figure. 

• At the same time, the tone of the message is not preachy, and it does not admonish or 
put the viewer on the defensive. With minimal commentary, it allows the viewer to 
largely form her own impression of the content.  

 

 
Figure 6: Photograph by author, 3 December 2018 



Another example comes from communications about the new Ultra Low Emission 
Zone in Central London (Figure 7 of a message posted on the tube platform wall and Error! 
Reference source not found. from the Transport for London website). These also have 
important features: 

• Thousands of commuters pass through tube platforms every day and will see the 
message posted on the wall.  

• “Let London breathe” is a snappy slogan of self-evident importance. It provides a 
rationale for the government action (imposing an ULEZ) and its positive message is 
reinforced by the happy urban children playing in the background.  

• The first sentence of the “Why we need the ULEZ” web page makes a series of 
logical connections linking people’s daily actions (using road transportation) to a 
negative outcome (increasing risk of disease and asthma) through a believable 
mechanism (children breathing in the polluted air). Further down, the page explains 
more fully how pollution causes these problems. This logical and scientific grounding 
gives the explanation authority and make the ULEZ imposition feel less removes or 
bureaucratic.  

• The phrase “we’re taking action” shows the city government taking ownership over 
the problem and does not blame citizen-viewer in a way that might make her 
defensive. The phrase “why we need” and emphasis on communities makes the 
appeal feel more personal. 

 

 
Figure 7:  ULEZ announcement on the platform wall in the London Underground. Photograph by author, 2 December 2018 
and Figure 8: From https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/driving/ultra-low-emission-zone/why-we-need-ulez 

These successful examples of London communications suggest some guiding 
principles for clear public communication about environmental issues that directly target the 
attitudes revealed in the survey data. Communication should: 

• Have a reasonable tone – communications that admonish and make the viewer feel 
defensive will not be effective.  

• Stress objective facts about emissions and how they can be changes. This addresses 
the observed skepticism that reduction targets are unreachable. 

• Stress the necessary “we” – this addresses concerns that other people must act first 
and that unilateral action will never achieve anything. Reframing environmental 
issues as community issues makes them seem more important.  



• Publicize actions the government has already taken or plans to take – this shows that 
the government is doing its part and encourages viewers to do their part as well. This 
point addresses people who feel it is unfair for them to bear the burden of mitigation, 
who think they already pay enough, and who believe that the government is incapable 
of taking meaningful action.  

• Connect messages to people’s daily habits – discussing the impact of things that 
people do every day (like toss trash and use road transportation) helps to counter 
skepticism that the human impact on the environment is exaggerated and will inspire 
people to join in taking action. 

• Keep the messaging simple. Simplicity makes messaging more palatable and less 
intrusive. People prefer to be presented with facts and make their own judgement than 
to be told what to do. Being treated with respect in this way is likely to affect the 
general level of skepticism revealed through the survey.  

 
Communications that follow these guidelines above should be effective at making their 

audience feel more personally invested in participating in climate change mitigation efforts. 
A general attitude shift should positively affect nearly all of the attitudinal survey responses.  
 
2: Public governmental recognition of the problem and commitment to solutions 

One recurrent theme in the survey responses was that the government does not and 
cannot not do enough for climate change mitigation, and that unilateral government action 
does not matter anyway – other countries must act first/ as well. Those beliefs are harmful 
because they contribute to a general apathy toward and disinterest in taking necessary action 
toward climate change mitigation. Taking unified international public action would 
undermine those concerns by signaling that climate change is a serious problem worthy of 
collective international action, and that there is actually potential for international action. 

To that end, policymakers at any level of government should publicly affirm and 
support international climate agreements such as the 2015 Paris Agreement on climate 
change. Any institution can proclaim their support for the Paris Agreement4, and living in a 
society where businesses, governments, and institutions publicly affirm their support for 
concerted climate change mitigation efforts should have a deep effect on undermining the 
observed skepticism that arises from viewing industry and government as passing the burden 
on to individuals who can ill afford to shoulder it.  

Another way to signal the importance of climate change is to declare national climate 
emergencies. Numerous cities have done this, as well as the United Kingdom and the 
Republic of Ireland5. Similar to signaling public support for the Paris Agreements, declaring 
climate emergencies signals government recognition of the problem and a commitment to 
action. Practically, declaring a climate emergency is easy and efficient – governments of any 
size can do it, and the public perception benefits are large relative to the effort expended.  

 
Data limitations 

The most obvious limitation of the survey data that has been referenced throughout is 
that it comes only from Germany so might not be applicable to other countries. This concern 
is probably overblown – public actions by the German government and German citizens are 
sufficiently similar to those of other similarly developed countries that it is probably a 
                                                
4 See for example, We Are Still In (https://www.wearestillin.com), a declaration by over 3,500 US organizations 
that they still support the 2015 Paris Agreement 
5 In May of 2019, the UK and Ireland declared climate emergencies – see https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-
europe-48221080 



reasonable assumption that the attitudes expressed through this survey are shared in other 
countries. Therefore, these policy recommendations should apply to other countries with 
similar levels of development to Germany.  

Another issue arises in comparing responses to the survey questions. There is no 
objective scale of level of agreement or level of worry from 1 to 5, but that also means that 
there is no better way to compare peoples’ answers than the way used in the surveys. We 
should keep in mind that a “4” level of worry may not mean the same thing to every person, 
but do not have much choice except to proceed with the analyzing the survey results.  

Finally, the way in which the survey results were collected might influence the 
results. The data cited comes from a survey about peoples’ willingness to pay for climate 
change mitigation, and before answering these questions, respondents were “informed briefly 
about possible climate change mitigation measures that are prominent in the public 
discussion about the climate policy mix in Germany”6. It is possible that thinking about 
public discussion of climate change made survey respondents feel differently than they 
otherwise would have, but it is not obvious if that priming would make them more or less 
skeptical of climate change mitigation. The surveys were conducted over the internet, and 
while the authors claim that the respondents were demographically representative of the 
country as a whole by age and sex, it is possible that there was self-selection and only people 
with strong views on climate mitigation chose to participate.    

                                                
6 From discussion by the Richard Uehleke, author of the survey, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2016.03.013 



Appendix 
Table 2: Percentage of responses on climate change skepticism questions 

Question Disagree 2 3 4 Agree 
Too early to say 20 30 28 16 5 

Damages exaggerated 20 32 27 14 6 
Human impact 

exaggerated 
22 33 38 26 7 

System too complex 7 22 38 26 7 
 
 
Table 3: Skepticism questions key 

Skepticism questions Question text 
Too early to say It is too early to say whether climate change is a real problem. 
Damages exaggerated The dangers of climate change are generally exaggerated. 
Human impact 
exaggerated The human impact on climate is generally greatly exaggerated. 

System too complex The climate system is too complex so scientists cannot make 
useful predictions. 

 

Mitigation questions Question text 
Unilateral action 
ineffective 

It does not help if Germany reduced its emissions, if not all, 
other countries do not 

Gov’t incapable of 
reducing 

The government is not able to take the right measures to reduce 
emissions. 

Target not reachable The specified reduction target is not reachable anyway. 

Other countries first First other countries need to do more for climate protection 
before Germany does. 

 
Responsibility 
questions Question text 

Not fair for households It's not fair that the costs of climate protection are to be borne 
by the households 

Already pay enough I already pay enough for climate protection. 
Industry does too little The industry is doing far too little to protect the climate. 
Against price increase I am generally opposed to price and tax increases. 
Divert from gov’t 
revenue 

The money for climate protection should be taken from 
existing government revenue. 

 
 


